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In November 2012 the
Association for Savings
and Investment South
Africa (ASISA) issued
the new ‘Draft standard
for calculating a Nett
Asset Value Price for
CIS Portfolios’

Background

ASISA’s intention with the new draft

standard is to specify the principles

to be adopted in the calculation of

unit prices of unit portfolios,

together with providing guidance in

respect of the interpretation and

application of the principles. In

addition, ASISA would like to

standardise practices, procedures

and terminology for pricing to

ensure consistency within the

industry and to comply with

international practices where

applicable.

This draft standard will replace the

current ACI Standard on Pricing and

Valuation dated 1 November 2008,

the ACI Guideline Adherence to the

Requirements of Section 24J of the

Income Tax Act and the ACI

Guidance on Decimal places in the

Collective Investment industry.

This draft standard will apply

primarily to portfolios of Collective

Investment Schemes (CIS) registered

in terms of the Collective Investment

Schemes Control Act 2002 (CISCA)

and can be used as guidance for

administrators of unitised portfolios

or products.

It’s important to note that if the

standard is in conflict with any act,

deed as amended from time to time,

written instruction or authorisation

by the Register of CIS, the draft

standard has provision for the

manager of a CIS to disregard the

standard and to inform ASISA of

such conflict.

ASISA emphasises in the draft

standard that it's the sole

responsibility of the manager to

ensure that the portfolios under its

control are priced correctly and the

following set of principles are

applied:

 fair

 consistent

 transparent, and

 accurate.

The following highlights the

important matters within the

respective chapters of the new draft

standard and the implications

thereof.

Asset Valuation

Chapter 1 provides guidance on the

valuation of assets within a CIS

portfolio, excluding money market

portfolios.

Listed securities

Quoted market prices for listed

securities should be utilised and

deviations must be carefully

considered by managers in

consultation with trustees. Managers

should also consider the following

before accepting a value:

 status of listing (i.e.

suspension)

 liquidity of the security

 relevant size of holding, and

 free-float.

For valuation purposes, the security

prices should be obtained daily at a

predetermined time consistent for

each valuation day.

Unlisted securities

The manager must in consultation

with the trustee agree on a valuation

method where no market or

exchange exists to assist in the

valuation process. The methods to be

considered include discounted cash

flow techniques and pricing models

that consider contractual and market

prices, correlations, credit risk and

the time value of money. These

methods applied should be clearly

disclosed in the accounting policy.

Cost should be used where the fair

value of an instrument cannot be

reliably measured.

Managers must continually asses the

applicability of the methods applied.

Instruments purchased at a discount

or premium to the nominal value are

to be accounted for on the yield to

maturity basis in terms of Section

24J of the Income Tax Act.

Holding in CIS

The market value of a holding in a

CIS represents the latest available

repurchase price i.e. the net asset

value (NAV).

Foreign assets

Latest available prices of securities

should be used and converted at the
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current exchange rate. The exchange

rate used should be at a time that is

consistent from day to day.

Income

Income needs to be recorded in the

specified categories below and has to

be split between domestic and

foreign sources:

 Equities: Dividend income

accrued on the ex-dividend

date of the equity.

 CIS Portfolios: Accrued on

the ex-distribution date of

the portfolio.

 Fixed income: Accrued

daily as prescribed in terms

of Section 24J of the

Income Tax Act and

excluding any tax liability

on the interest accrued.

 Other: Foreign exchange

gains and losses (Section

24I), rental, scrip lending

fees and manufactured

dividends.

Treatment of acquisition costs

Managers should treat the following

costs and any other charges directly

related to the acquisition of a

security as a capital expense:

 brokerage charges

 securities transfer tax, and

 initial charges on the

acquisition of any security

or CIS.

Money market instruments in a

Money market portfolio

Managers should value these

investments at amortised cost and

the interest is amortised over the

time to maturity on a straight line

basis.

Expenses and other amounts to

be deducted

Chapter 2 deals with the principles to

recover expenses or other amounts

from the unit portfolios.

All expenses must be considered on a

tax inclusive basis.

Permissible deductions

Include the following:

 annual audit fees, accrued

daily;

 service charges, accrued

daily as detailed in trust

deed and supplemental

deeds;

 trustee and custodian fees,

accrued daily; and

 bank-related charges

incurred in the portfolio.

All non-permissible income in

Shari’ah complaint portfolios has to

be removed from the portfolio.

Negative income

Negative income occurs when at the

end of the accounting period the net

income of the fund is negative. A

manager may recover the negative

amount from capital in accordance

with the trust deed and should take

into account the following:

 only where the shortfall in

income is likely to persist

should the manager recover

from capital, in other words

deduct the negative amount

from capital, and

 the portfolio mandate and

investment objectives

should be considered. If a

portfolio has the aim of

generating revenue or

dividend growth, it is

unlikely that the shortfall

will persist and the negative

amount should not be

recovered from capital.

Calculation of the price

Chapter 3 deals with the principles to

be adopted in calculating a unit price

for a portfolio. It states that

managers must use the market value

of a unit portfolio, including income

accruals less permissible deductions

as referred to in section 93 of the

CISCA, divided by the current units

in issue.

The events affecting the capital or

income portion of the unit price

should be consistently categorised

taking into account the following:

 stipulations of relevant laws

 the role of trustees in the

determination of income

 income should be

distributed, and

 capital should not be

distributed.
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Annexure C in the new draft

standard contains an illustrative

example of the calculation of a unit

price.

Money market portfolios

The guidance on pricing of money

market portfolios is contained in

Chapter 4.

Money market portfolios are priced

exactly the same as any other

portfolio, except for the following:

 The valuation of a money

market portfolio

presupposes recognising

the assets on a cost plus

straight line accrual.

Premiums or discounts on

the purchase of an

instrument must be

amortised on a straight line

basis as determined in

Section 24J of the Income

Tax Act.

 Capital gains or losses

resulting from the sale of an

underlying instrument

should be accounted for in

the income account of the

portfolio on the day it

occurs.

 The price of a unit in a

money market portfolio is

constant at 100 cents per

unit.

 The income accrual of a

unit is treated as though it

were distributed daily.

The published money market

portfolio yield is based on current

values and calculated on a seven-day

rolling basis.

Paragraph 2 in Chapter 4 describes

in more detail the steps to be taken

in determining the money market

portfolio yields to be published.

Portfolios with multiple classes

Chapter 5 deals with the pricing of

portfolios with multiple classes and

the capitalisation of a shortfall in the

income of a class of participatory

interest. The chapter again

emphasises that the principle of

fairness should be adopted in the

calculation of prices where multiple

classes exist.

Different service charges are levied

by the manager for different types of

investors, hence different fund

classes. The class with the largest

service fee, usually the retail class, is

likely to have the smallest NAV per

unit in the portfolio.

Where a fund contains multiple

classes, in effect, its represents

multiple portfolios which are created

and then all consolidated together to

represent the physical portfolio.

Classes are ring fenced from one

another. No class may be

contaminated by any event

originated from another class. All

things being equal, unit movements

in one class must not impact the

absolute price of any of the other

classes of participatory interest of

that portfolio.

It is also important to note that no

cross subsidisation of fees may arise

as a result of pricing.

Pricing multiple classes

The basis of valuating and pricing a

portfolio with a single class and a

portfolio incorporating multiple

classes are similar.

The two methods for pricing multiple

classes are:

 Units in Issue Method

(UII): This method uses the

number of issued units per

class divided by the total

number of units in issue of

the full fund as the ratio for

each class.

 Capital Value Ratio Method

(CVR): This method uses

‘Capital employed’ by the

class and the fund as the

basis for calculating the

ratio across classes.

The fund accounting for the class

and the fund under the two methods

is exactly the same. Items

categorised as ‘Capital’ are divided

Capital Income

Increase or decrease
in market value of
securities

X

Realised capital
profit or loss on sale
of securities (excl.
money market
instruments)

X

Dividends and
interest accrued

X

Expenses
apportioned to
interest and
dividend income as
well as capital

X X

Foreign assets –
Any currency,
profits or losses on
foreign assets (both
capital and income)

X X

Capitalisation issues
– Companies having
capitalisation,
bonus, and rights.
issues in lieu of
dividend or bonus
or rights etc.
payments (choice if
applied
consistently)

X X
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by units in issue to calculate the

capital or clean price; ‘Income and

expense’ items are divided by units

in issue to calculate the income price

and the sum of the two are divided

by units in issue to calculate the ‘All-

in’ or ‘NAV’ Price. Only the allocation

ratio is different.

It is the responsibility of the

manager to ensure that regardless of

the pricing method used (UII or

CVR), the pricing is set up in such a

manner as to afford clients equal

right and treatment regardless of the

classes their participatory interest

pertains to.

Dealing with valuation and

administration errors

Chapter 6 sets out the principles to

be adopted in dealing with valuation

and administration errors.

The standard states that all investors

must be treated equally regardless of

whether, investors are redeeming,

investors are entering and or

investors are remaining.

A pricing error applies where the

NAV price is incorrect. Where a

misallocation between capital and

income exist, the effect of the

misallocation has to be assessed on

affected investors.

Managers must distinguish between

the following errors:

 isolated instances of

technical or clerical

valuations errors, and

 errors resulting from

weaknesses in the internal

control which caused

repeated or continuous

errors of the same nature.

Valuation errors may be grouped

under the following headings:

 clerical and technical errors

 incorrect treatment of

corporate actions

 incorrect securities

valuation

 inadequate system controls

 poor communication

 fees and expenses, and

 deliberate wrong doing.

Circumstances that require action in

terms of the standard

The following is not an exhaustive

list of circumstance where managers

should take action and it is also

dependent on the materiality of each

specific case:

 small but repeated or

continuous pricing errors

 single material pricing error

 investor complaints

 valuation procedures are

not being followed

 portfolio show unusual

yield patterns, and

 pricing deviations are

inconsistent with market

movements.

Materiality

The new draft standard introduces

the term ‘materiality’. A pricing error

is material if a reasonable investor

would consider it important. A

guideline maximum materiality

benchmark of addressing incorrect

pricing is set at 0.5% of NAV. This

guidance should be considered in the

context of the type of portfolio and

the nature of the error.

Procedures for dealing with errors

Paragraph 6 in Chapter 6 sets out the

process to be followed in dealing

with errors once detected.

Reporting of CIS prices

Chapter 7 sets out standardised

practices, procedures and

terminology to be used to ensure

consistency with reporting of all CIS

portfolio data.

Rounding convention

Stated below are the rounding

conventions to be used:

 Price: Prices distributed to

the market to be rounded

down to nearest 2 decimal

places in cents per unit

(121.34c).

 Units: Rounded down to

nearest 2 decimal places

(10.21 units) in all systems

and communications with

the industry

 Distributions at portfolio

level: Rounded down to

nearest 2 decimal places in

cents per unit (11.67c)

 Distributions at client level:

Rounded down to nearest 2

decimal places in Rand

(R0.11)

 Distributions for money

market funds: The daily

distribution c.p.u should be

truncated to 6 decimal

places

Publication of prices on the ASISA

website

The prices of all classes of all

portfolios of a manager must be

published on the ASISA website.

Price data must be supplied daily to

the preferred Statistics Service

Provider for data collation as per

Annexure A to the new draft

standard. The Statistics Service

Provider will supply the data to

ASISA.
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Portfolios that are designated for the

use through other product structures

such as a life license or linked

investment services providers (LISP)

and permit the charging of initial

and annual fees should bear the

following footnote:

‘Investors in this fund may be liable

for an initial fee and/or annual

service fee levied by the third party

administrator that is not reflected in

the fund initial charge or NAV

calculation.’

Portfolios not available to the public

should carry the following note:

‘This fund has been established for a

specific investor and or group of

investors and may not be available

for direct investment by the public.’

Publication in the newspaper

Where a manager chooses to publish

its prices in the newspaper, the price

of the class which is supplied to the

press for publication must be that

which a new investor would be

available to invest in directly with the

manager (i.e. not via a third party,

life license or linked investment

service provider). This published

price must be the retail unit class

with the highest charges and annual

service fee.

Section 24J

Section 24J of the Income Tax Act

requires that all premiums and

discounts on the acquisition of

financial instruments be recognised

as income in nature and amortised

on a straight line basis over the term

of the instrument. Section 24J is

applicable to any portfolio that might

purchase income instruments at a

discount or a premium.

Yield to maturity (YTM) calculation

is recommended to be performed

daily as this is the most accurate. It

must be noted that YTM calculation

only needs to be performed at the

purchase date of the income

instrument as the YTM will remain

the same for fixed rate instruments

throughout the period held. On

variable rate instruments, the YTM

will have to be recalculated for every

change in rate.

The portfolio needs to preserve the

principle that it is merely a conduit,

as all income is distributed to the

investor. Thus any income is taxed in

the hands of the investor and not in

the hands of the portfolio.

Conclusion

The implementation of the new draft

standard issued by ASISA will pave

the way forward for standardised

practices and greater consistency in

the industry.

Further consideration should also be

taken by managers with respect to

the implementation of IFRS for CIS

and the impact on this new standard,

specifically on valuation of money

market portfolios.

Should you wish to discuss how
we can help you, please call
your regular contact or
alternatively:

Ilse French

Director/Partner, Investment
Management Leader

ilse.french@za.pwc.com

+27 11 797 4094

Nicolette Jacobs

Director/Partner

Nicolette.jacobs@za.pwc.com

+27 21 529 2328


